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ABSTRACT
Background: The relevance of ESEM research to industry
practitioners is key to the long-term health of the confer-
ence. Aims: The goal of this work is to understand how
ESEM research is perceived within the practitioner commu-
nity and provide feedback to the ESEM community ensure
our research remains relevant. Method: To understand how
practitioners perceive ESEM research, we replicated previ-
ous work by sending a survey to several hundred industry
practitioners at a number of companies around the world.
We asked the survey participants to rate the relevance of
the research described in 156 ESEM papers published be-
tween 2011 and 2015. Results: We received 9,941 ratings
by 437 practitioners who labeled ideas as Essential, Worth-
while, Unimportant, or Unwise. The results showed that
overall, industrial practitioners find the work published in
ESEM to be valuable: 67% of all ratings were essential or
worthwhile. We found no correlation between citation count
and perceived relevance of the papers. Through a qualita-
tive analysis, we also identified a number of research themes
on which practitioners would like to see an increased re-
search focus. Conclusions: The work published in ESEM is
generally relevant to industrial practitioners. There are a
number of topics for which those practitioners would like to
see additional research undertaken.

CCS Concepts
•General and reference → Surveys and overviews;
Reference works;
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1. INTRODUCTION
The gap between research and practice is an oft-discussed

topic both in general and in the ESEM community. Many
software engineering researchers, including those within the
ESEM community, desire for research results to have an
impact on practice. Unfortunately, industrial participation
in many conferences (including ESEM), is often quite low,
which has the potential to limit the impact. This dichotomy
raises two important questions: (1) Is research published
at ESEM relevant to practitioners’ needs? and (2) How
can ESEM authors make our research even more relevant
to practitioners’ needs? These questions are often asked by
funding agencies and even researchers themselves. Answers
to these questions will provide important insight into the
differences between the perceptions of practitioners and re-
searchers. This insight will also help chart a course of action
to bridge the gap between these communities. In this work,
we hope to make researchers aware of problems that matters
to practitioners and reach out to practitioners to give them
a voice into the research community.

Along these same lines, Lo et al. [11] performed a success-
ful empirical study to assess how practitioners at Microsoft
perceive the relevance of software engineering papers pub-
lished in ICSE and FSE between 2009-2014. To understand
ESEM’s relevance to practitioners, we replicate that study
by considering papers published in ESEM between 2011-
2015. We also expand the population to include practition-
ers at various companies around the world. Our goal is to
measure the degree of disconnect (if any) between ESEM
researchers and practitioners.

To make this process feasible, we ask practitioners to re-
view short (1-2 sentence) summaries of each paper rather
than asking them to read the whole paper (or even the whole
abstract). First, we asked the authors of each paper to write
short descriptions of their work. Many authors responded
with a summary. In cases where the authors did not pro-
vide a summary, we created one. We also created a second
summary for each paper to study whether the author of the
summary (paper author or researcher) or the level of detail
in the summary would lead the summary to be viewed dif-
ferently by practitioners. Next, we sent these summaries to
a wide variety of practitioners from around the world. The
largest sets of respondents were from Microsoft and ABB,
but we also had respondents from a number of smaller orga-



nizations across the world. The survey presented each prac-
titioner with a randomly chosen set of 32 summaries to read
and rate as: Essential, Worthwhile, Unimportant, Unwise, or
I don’t understand. We also gathered qualitative feedback
about the summaries and about future research directions.
The survey received a total of 437 usable responses.

In this paper, we investigate: (1) whether ESEM research
is relevant to industrial practitioners, (2) which research
ideas are most highly-rated, (3) whether papers with one
or more industrial authors are more relevant to practition-
ers, (4) whether the type of summary impacts the ratings,
and (5) what types of research practitioners would like to see
emphasized in ESEM research. Our findings highlight that
work published in ESEM are relevant to industrial practi-
tioners. Additionally, our study also identifies a few most
highly-rated research ideas and the impact of (or lack of)
various factors on the ratings.

The primary contributes of this paper include:
1. A formal investigation of the perception software en-

gineering practitioners have about research work pub-
lished in the last five years of ESEM.

2. An analysis of the types of research practitioners found
to be most relevant

3. Recommendations to help the ESEM community bet-
ter bridge the gap between research and practice.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes background materials including descriptions
of related work. Section 3 explains the study design. Sec-
tion 4 reports the findings of the study. Section 5 discusses
additional analyses. Section 6 concludes the paper and ex-
plains future work.

2. BACKGROUND
In this section, we highlight related studies that can be

categorized into two families: studies assessing impact of
software engineering research, and those assessing practi-
tioner perceptions on various issues.

2.1 Studies Assessing Impact of Software En-
gineering Research

Numerous studies focus on the assessing impact of soft-
ware engineering research [4,7,8,21–23]. Ryder and Soffa [22]
investigated how research on exception handling helps shape
current practice. Ryder et al. [23] reported research studies
that have impacted features of modern programming lan-
guages. Estublier et al. [8] described research work done in
the university and industry on software configuration man-
agement and their impact on practice. Clarke and Rosen-
blum [4] investigated how runtime assertion checking devel-
oped over time and how it has been used in the industry.
Emmerich et al. [7] explored middleware technologies and
elaborated how research has impacted practice. Rombach et
al. [21] described relationship between research and practice
focusing on software inspection, review, and walk-through.

These studies are part of the ACM SIGSOFT IMPACT
project [18] which aims to identify how software engineer-
ing research has influenced practice in a significant way. In
this work, we do not focus on assessing the impact of a re-
search work. Impact is often known only many years later
after a work has been completed. Rather, we aim to assess
the relevance of research as perceived by practitioners. Our
purpose is to assess the degree of disconnect between cur-
rent research and developer perceptions. We need to stress

that research work marked as unwise or unimportant by de-
velopers may in turn be viewed as relevant or important
many years later. However, effort may be needed to better
communicate these research works to practitioners to reduce
their initial skepticism, potentially fostering adoption.

2.2 Studies Assessing Practitioner Perceptions
Many studies have investigated how practitioners perceive

certain matters/issues [1, 13, 14, 19]. Misirli et al. [14] inter-
viewed 12 practitioners after deploying effort estimation and
defect prediction solutions to their company to gather their
feedback. Bavota et al. [1] investigated how practitioners
perceive code coupling which is often viewed negatively by
the research community. Palomba et al. [19] performed a
study that investigated developer perception on code smell,
while Meyer et al. [13] investigated developer perception on
productivity. Similar to these papers, we also seek to under-
stand practitioner perceptions. However, we focus on an-
swering a different question: How do practitioners perceive
the relevance of recent ESEM papers?

The most related (and recent) work is the study by Lo et
al. [11] mentioned in Section 1. In that paper, researchers
sought to understand how Microsoft developers perceived
the relevance of research from five years of ICSE and FSE
papers. The researchers developed short summaries each of
the published papers and asked practitioners to rate those
summaries as Essential, Worthwhile, Unimportant, or Un-
wise. Overall, the results showed that practitioners had a
positive view of the research published in these two venues.
Lo et al. also described a number of reasons given by prac-
titioners to explain why they viewed some research topics
as “unwise”, including: no need for a tool, empirical study
nonactionable, generalizability issues, cost vs. benefit, ques-
tionable assumptions, better solutions exist, and side effects.

We replicate the Lo et al. study and address some of
its limitations. Specifically, we: (1) broaden participation
beyond Microsoft, (2) ask authors to provide summaries
(rather than only researchers), and (3) ask practitioners to
provide guidance to the research community about the most
important types of problems in need of research.

3. STUDY DESIGN
We replicated the design of Lo et al.’s original study [11],

with some modifications to explore additional research ques-
tions. The following subsections describe the research ques-
tions, the process for selecting and summarizing the papers,
the process for selecting participants, the method for feed-
back elicitation, and our data analysis process.

3.1 Research Questions
In this study, we seek to answer some of the same ques-

tions in Lo et al.’s original study plus pose a few new ones.

The Industrial Relevance of ESEM Research.
The primary goal is to obtain an overall understanding of

the relevance of ESEM research to industrial practitioners.
Therefore, the primary question: RQ1: What is the rele-
vance of ESEM research to industrial practitioners?

To provide additional insight into this top-level result, we
pose a number of additional questions. First, we do not ex-
pect that every ESEM paper has the same level of relevance.
Therefore, the next research question is: RQ2: What are
the most highly rated research ideas?



Second, a number of ESEM authors have direct ties to
industry (often through the research arm of an organiza-
tion). It is quite possible that papers with an industrial
co-author may have more direct relevance to industry. To
explore this potential impact, the next research question is:
RQ3: Do papers with one or more industrial authors
have higher industrial relevance than other papers?

The Impact of Paper Summarization.
One of the limitations of the original study was that the re-

searchers, rather than the authors, summarized the papers.
It is possible that the perspective from which the summary
is written may influence the perceived relevance of work. To
explore whether the content of the summary has any effect
on the perceived relevance, we pose two additional questions.
First, we wanted to understand the effect if the author sum-
marized the paper rather than the researchers. That lead
to this research question: RQ4: Do the results change
depending whether the summary was written by the
author or by researchers?

Second, it is possible that the level of detail contained
in the summary could affect the perceived relevance. That
led to the next research question: RQ5: Do the results
change depending on whether the researcher’s sum-
mary is more or less detailed?

Guidance to Researchers.
Finally, there is often a gap between the focus of research

studies and the needs of practitioners The last research ques-
tion seeks to bridge this gap: RQ6: What research prob-
lems do practitioners think are most important to
be focused on by the research community?

3.2 Paper Selection and Summarization
We selected all 161 Full Papers and Industrial Experi-

ence papers from the 2011-2015 editions of the International
Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering and Mea-
surement (ESEM). As in the original study, we provided the
participants with summaries of the papers so they would
not have to read the entire paper. The paper summariza-
tion process is one area where we made changes to the design
of the original study. To provide data to answer questions
RQ4 and RQ5, we created two summaries for each paper for
a total of 322 summaries.

We asked authors of the included papers to summarize
their own paper based on these guidelines:
• Summarize the paper in a way that will be understand-

able to general practitioners. Focus on the research
question(s) or topic(s) rather than specific results or
research methodology. Avoid use of technical jargon.
• The summary should still uniquely refer to your paper

rather than being applicable to a whole subarea.
• The summary should be no longer than 240 characters.

• Do not include the paper title or authors names.
For the authors that responded to this request, we labeled
the summary as an Author Summary. We then created our
own summary for these papers, following the same guide-
lines, but without looking at the Author Summary. We la-
beled these summaries as Research Summary. The authors
provided summaries for approximately 1/3 of the papers.
To answer RQ4, we compare the ratings of the Author Sum-
maries to the ratings of the Researcher Summaries. Note
that some summaries exceeded the 240 character limit.

For the remaining papers, we, the researchers, developed
two summaries using different approaches. First, we cre-
ated a summary following the same guidelines we sent to
the authors. We labeled these summaries as Researcher
(Simple). Then we created a more detailed version of the
summary that included information about the type of study
conducted and the type/number of participant involved. We
labeled these summaries as Researcher (Detailed). To an-
swer RQ5, we compare the ratings of the Researcher (Sim-
ple) summaries to the ratings of the Researcher (Detailed)
summaries. Note that the survey did not indicate to the
respondent which type of summary s/he was reading.

To illustrate the difference between simple and detailed
summaries, here are two versions for the same paper (note
that the Author Summaries and corresponding Researcher
Summaries are more similar to the Simple summary):

[Simple] A study of the impact of System Sequence Diagrams
and System Operation Contracts on the quality of the do-
main model.

[Detailed] A family of four controlled experiments compris-
ing 55 groups of undergraduate students, aimed at evaluating
the impact of System Sequence Diagrams and System Oper-
ation Contracts on the quality of the domain model.

3.3 Participant Selection
To broaden the industrial perspective from Lo et al.’s sur-

vey, we solicited industrial participants from a number of
organizations across the world. We used our contacts to so-
licit full-time development staff. We wanted to ensure that
the respondents had sufficient background to provide use-
ful feedback, so we restricted our participants to those in
technical roles within their organizations. To protect the
anonymity of the respondents, we did not ask them to in-
dicate their employer, so we cannot report the exact break-
down of respondents. Based on the data, we can estimate
that of the 437 responses approximately 230 were from Mi-
crosoft, 100 were from ABB, and the remainder were from
other companies including: Apple, Boeing, Google, Home
Depot, NetApp, SAIC, CAPS, Command Alkon, Netflix,
and McLeod Software.

3.4 Feedback Elicitation
Following the success of Lo et al.’s survey, we designed a

web-based survey to gather feedback from the participants.
The survey was completely self-contained, in that they re-
spondents did not have to access materials outside of the
survey to answer the questions. We limited the survey ques-
tions to numerical, rating-scale, or short answers as done
in the original survey and suggested by Kitchenham and
Pfleeger [10]. We gathered the following information.

Demographics

• Primary Work Area: Development, Test, Program Man-
ager, Other

• Role: Individual contributor, Lead, Architect, Man-
ager, Executive, Other

• Experience in years [Decimal]

• Major in Computer Science [Boolean]

• Has advanced degree (MSc, PhD, etc.) [Boolean]

Quantitative Ratings of Research For each participant, we
randomly selected 32 summaries from the collection of 322



summaries described above. For each summary the respon-
dent answered “In your opinion, how important are the fol-
lowing pieces of research?” Using the rating categories in
Lo et al.’s paper, which were drawn from earlier work of
Begel and Zimmermann [2], the participants could label each
research idea as “Essential”, “Worthwhile”, “Unimportant”,
“Unwise”, or “I Don’t Understand”.

Relevance and adoption are two different concepts. In
this study, our goal was to judge how relevant the industrial
practitioners perceived the research to be rather than their
ability to adopt the ideas. Adoption of new methods can
be influenced by many factors outside the control of the
survey respondent. But, regardless of those factors, if the
respondent does not find the idea relevant, they will be less
likely to push for adoption.

Qualitative Feedback To provide a deeper understanding of
practitioners perception of ESEM research, we asked for two
types of qualitative feedback. First, to understand the ra-
tionale behind the ratings, we randomly chose two of the
summaries the participant rated and asked them to “pro-
vide a brief explanation for why you found it either relevant
or not to your work.” Second, we gave the participants an
opportunity to provide guidance to the research community
about topics of interest. We asked them “Suppose that you
could provide guidance to a team of software engineering re-
searchers, what problems should they focus on first?”

3.5 Data Analysis
We used the same measures as Lo et al. [11] to charac-

terize the perspectives that practitioners have on software
engineering research. We measure the proportion of rat-
ings that are Essential (best response), Worthwhile (posi-
tive feedback), Unimportant (negative feedback), or Unwise
(worst response), respectively. More formally, let E, W , Ui,
and Uw denote the number of essential, worthwhile, unim-
portant, and unwise ratings received.

• E-score: The percentage of “Essential” ratings.

E-Score =
E

E +W + Ui + Uw

• EW-score: The percentage of “Essential” or “Worth-
while” ratings.

EW-Score =
E +W

E +W + Ui + Uw

• U-Score: The percentage of “Unwise” ratings.

U-Score =
U

E +W + Ui + Uw

The statistics can be computed for different groups, e.g.,
all ratings, ratings by certain demographics, ratings for spe-
cific conferences, or ratings for individual papers.

To analyze the qualitative feedback regarding the types
of problems respondents would like to see software engineer-
ing researchers studying, we used card sorting techniques.
Specifically to identify themes of what problems software
engineering researchers should focus on, we used an open
card sort [24]. Card sorting is widely used to create men-
tal models and derive taxonomies from data. Two authors
jointly sorted the cards.

4. RESULTS
This section is organized around the six research questions

posed in Section 3.1. We had to remove five papers from the
analysis due to problems with the summaries. Therefore, the
results are based upon the ratings of 156 papers.

4.1 Relevance of ESEM Research
This section answers RQ1: What is the relevance of ESEM

research to industrial practitioners. The survey respondents
provided a total of 9,941 ratings. Figure 1 shows the percent-
age of papers included in each of the rating (e.g.: Essential)
categories, across different population subgroups (Defined
in Section 3.4). Based on this data, we can make a few
observations from this data:

• 67% of the ratings were Essential or Worthwile, while
only 5% were considered to be Unwise.

• Considering the Primary Work Area, the Developers
and Testers were fairly consistent, with Program Man-
agers having a significantly lower EW-score (60%).

• Considering Experience, we have considered low ex-
perienced participants (ExpLow) those below the 25th
percentile of experience (4.28 years). High experienced
(ExpHigh) are those above the 75th percentile (15.5
years). The results are similar for the Low and Medium
experienced participants. The high experience partic-
ipants had a significantly lower EW-score (57%).

• Whether someone has an advanced degree does not af-
fect the overall ratings.

• Those practitioners who Major in Computer Science
have a slightly higher overall rating (68% to 63%) that
those who did not.

• Considering Role, Managers had a significantly lower
EW-score (57%).

The most significant result has to do with high experi-
enced participants’ and managers’ ratings. They give con-
sistently lower, statistically significant scores than any other
group. Absolute differences are around 9%. Their scores are
similar to each other.

The scores for the 2011-2015 editions of the ESEM con-
ference are stable over time, as shown in figure 2. The EW-
score exceeds 60% in all editions, exhibiting only small de-
partures from the 5-year average of 66%. The papers rated
as Essential experience a modest increment (3%-8%, de-
pending on the edition).

4.2 Highly Rated Research Ideas
This section answers RQ2: What are the most highly rated

research ideas? We examined the ratings for each summary
to identify which summaries described work that was most
relevant to practitioners. Note that we considered the two
summaries for each paper separately. Table 1 highlights
the ten highest rated summaries. The papers are sorted
in terms of their E-score (descending) followed by EW-score
(descending). Again, we can make some interesting obser-
vations regarding these highly-rated ideas:
• Only one paper (the paper represented by S1 and S4)

had both summaries in the top ten. (Note that be-
cause of this duplication, the total number of papers
discussed in the remainder of this section is nine rather
than 10). This result suggests that how the summary is
written may have an effect on the perceived relevance
of the paper (see Section 4.4).
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Figure 2: Rating for the 2011-2015 editions

• The papers represented by these summaries cover di-
verse topics in the SWEBOK, including (number of pa-
pers in parenthesis): Software Construction (3), Test-
ing (2), Professional Practice (2), Computing Foun-
dations (1), and Software Engineering Economics (1).

• Half of the top ten summaries were written by the
paper authors. For four of those five papers, the sum-
mary written by the researchers was ranked much lower
(over 100). The only exception is S5 where the re-
searcher summary was only ranked as number 15.

• Two of the papers, including the highest rated paper,
have no citations.

• The number of highly rated summaries varied across
years: 2013 - 5, 2014 - 2, 2015 - 1, and 2011 - 1.

• Only one of the papers represented by these summaries
won the Best Paper Award (S7).

4.3 Industry Co-Authorship
This section answers RQ3: Do papers with one or more

industrial authors have higher industrial relevance? When a

research has industry partners, it is likely that some themes
for industry influence how the research is performed and
reported. It is also highly likely that the presence of industry
partners implies that the research has been conducted in
or in close connection to industry. Paper with industry co-
authors could be seen by practitioners as more relevant than
purely academic papers. In our sample, 51 out of 156 papers
(33%) had an industrial co-author.

Table 2 shows the ratings for papers with and without
industry co-authors. Papers with industry co-authors have
higher ratings, but differences are marginal and in all cases
non-significant. The EW-scores (69% and 65%, respectively)
are in line with the EW-score of the overall population (67%).
Furthermore, of the papers with highly rated summaries
(Table 1), three, including the top paper, had industry co-
authors (the same ratio papers with industrial co-authors in
the overall sample). So, having an industrial co-author does
not seem to affect whether a summary is highly-rated.

The ESEM conference has an industry track, where in-
dustry research and experience reports are published. In our
sample, 44 out of 161 papers (27%) were from the industry
track. Another possibility is that the papers published in
the industry track were rated higher by practitioners than
the papers published in the main (research) track. However,
the EW-score for the industry track is 67%, whereas for the
main research track is 66%. The difference is not statis-
tically significant. Furthermore, of the papers with highly
rated summaries (Table 1), two of nine, including the top
paper, were from the industry track (22%). Again, the type
of paper does not seem to affect the overall rating.

4.4 The Impact of Paper Summaries
This section answers RQ4: Do the results change depend-

ing on whether the summary was written by the author or by
the researchers? and RQ5: Do the results change depend-
ing on whether the researcher’s summary is more or less
detailed?

The authors of 95 papers provided their own paper sum-



Table 1: Highly rated research ideas
Paper Summary Type Total E-

Score
EW-
Score

U-
Score

Rank

Other

Sum-

mary

S1 A study on the cost effectiveness of unit testing. [6] R(S) 39 0.59 0.79 0.05 4

S2 Empirical study on which features of an API are most critical to
achieve good usability: clear names, simple type hierarchies, accurate
documentation, and the right amount of flexibility. [20]

A 35 0.57 0.94 0.00 127

S3 A historical data mining investigation of 1600 open-source software
bugs to identify how users report bugs, including what information is
provided, how frequently, and their consequences. [5]

R 30 0.47 0.83 0.03 48

S4 A case study on the cost effectiveness of unit testing, in terms of early
defect detection and cost savings, conducted in a financial institu-
tion. [6]

R(D) 31 0.45 0.74 0.00 1

S5 An empirical simulation to understand how far state-of-the-art speech
translation technology (i.e., speech recognition + machine translation)
is from being useable in synchronous distributed meetings where each
party is free to speak in their own native language, in order to grant
everyone equal ’communication powers’ to steer discussion. [3]

A 30 0.43 0.80 0.03 15

S6 A case study to investigate how automated test case generation tools
process can contribute to the effectiveness and efficiency of testing,
when they are used in industrial environments. Effort required to
deploy such generation tools is also evaluated. [16]

A 27 0.41 0.89 0.00 186

S7 An empirical study that explores the strengths and weaknesses of four
approaches to parallel programming (Chapel, Cilk, Go, and Thread-
ing Building Blocks) with respect to source code size, coding time,
execution time, and speedup. [15]

R(D) 28 0.39 0.89 0.00 28

S8 A study of commits that introduced vulnerabilities in the Apache
HTTP code, with the purpose of analyzing whether developers could
have identified, prevented or caught them. [12]

R(S) 18 0.39 0.78 0.00 23

S9 Software project pricing based on evidence-based trends of functional
size measurement and cost, without expert judgments. A real-life
pilot in a globally distributed setting resulted in improved project
transparency and satisfied stakeholders. [9]

A 23 0.39 0.65 0.04 302

S10 Open Source development methods can benefit specialized do-
mains where core developers include subject matter experts (doc-
tors/clinicians) who also use the product. Despite small size of the
community we found a very high degree of responsiveness to issues
raised by users (new and old). The implication is that a few experts
and a small core of dedicated programmers can achieve success using
an Open Source approach in a specialized domain. [17]

A 29 0.38 0.72 0.00 192

*Note: A = Author, R = Researcher, R(S) = Researcher (Simple), R(D) = Researcher (Detailed)

Table 2: Ratings of papers with and without indus-
try co-authors

E W Ui Uw
Has industry
co-authors

19% 49% 27% 4%

Does not have
industry co-authors

17% 49% 30% 5%

Author Res. Res. (detail) Res. (simple)
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Figure 3: Impact of summaries

Table 3: Impact of summaries
E W Ui Uw

Authors 21% 49% 26% 4%
Researchers 16% 48% 31% 5%
Researchers (Simple) 17% 51% 28% 4%
Researchers (Detailed) 15% 48% 32% 5%

maries, leaving 156 − 95 = 61 papers for which the re-
searchers created the summaries. We would expect that
authors know their work better than anyone else. The sum-
maries created by the researchers may influence (positive or
negative) the participants’ ratings. To assess this potential
bias and answer RQ4, we created summaries for some papers
for which we already had an author’s summary (as described
in Section 3.2). Table 3 shows the overall scores. Authors’
summaries are regarded as more essential and less unimpor-
tant than researchers’ summaries. While those differences
are statistically significant (using paired t-tests, α = .05),
the box-plot in Figure 3, where the EW-scores are displayed,
shows that the differences are not very large. One interest-



ing caveat is that while only 30% of the summaries were
written by authors (95/322), five of the top ten summaries
are author summaries.

To answer RQ5, we also created simple and detailed sum-
maries for papers without an author’s summary (as described
in Section 3.2). The results, also displayed in Table 3 and
Figure 3, mimic the former ones. Simple summaries get bet-
ter rankings, resembling those created by authors. However,
differences are again statistically significant.

To provide more insight to the results in the previous sec-
tion, and better understand the impact of the content of the
summary, we analyzed the 10 papers for which the two sum-
maries had the largest difference in EW-score. Initially we
hoped to analyze the qualitative data explaining the ratings,
but we did not receive enough to be meaningful. Interest-
ingly, none of those papers were represented among the most
highly rated summaries (Table 1). We can make a few obser-
vations about these papers related to the discussions in the
prior subsections: (1) For 5 of these papers, one summary
was from an author and in four of those cases, the author
summary had the higher rating; and (2) For the other five
papers that had only researcher summaries, in four of the
five cases the Simple summary had a higher rating.

In addition, we looked at the papers related to S2, S6, S9,
and S10 from Table 1 to see why the other summary might
have been rated so much lower. We cannot draw definitive
conclusions from only four papers, but we observed the fol-
lowing trends: (1) summaries that indicate that the study
was done done in a realistic setting or describes the type
of participants as experts were rated highly; (2) summaries
that give a company name or the number of subjects (when
that number is low) are rated lower.

4.5 Guidance to Software Engineering
Researchers

This section answers RQ6: What research problems do
practitioners think are most important to be focused on by
the research community?

As the last question in the survey, we asked practition-
ers “Suppose that you could provide guidance to a team of
software engineering researchers, what problems should they
focus on?” Of the participants, 223 responded to the ques-
tion. A large number of participants misunderstood the
question, were uninspired (“I have no idea.”), or provided a
response that was too generic (“Focus on solving real prob-
lems the industry has.”) or too broad (“Understanding the
problem. / Designing solutions to the problem. / Identify
potential problems in each solution.”). We excluded 60 of
such responses from the qualitative analysis; 163 responses
remained. To analyze the responses, two authors jointly
coded the responses.

In the following, we report the frequency of each code in
the qualitative analysis. However, please note that a higher
frequency does not necessarily imply a higher importance
because of the qualitative nature of the question. We now
briefly discuss the themes that emerged from the responses.
The themes can be grouped into higher-level categories of:
software, process, developers, and users.

Software. Several open problems were related to prop-
erties of the software itself. Survey participants wanted to
know about Code Quality (15×), Sustainability (13×), Ar-
chitecture (10×), Software Design (6×), and Usability (1×).

For Code Quality the participants asked for different ways

to improve code quality, for example “An analysis of how
and why and what can be prevented for code submits that
broke the build in the last 2-3 years.”, “How can we improve
code quality to prevent bugs which can be caught earlier
in the development process”; and “Define good qualities of
software and help developers to implement software with
great quality.”

The responses related to Sustainability were about how
to ensure the long-term success of software, e.g., to “mini-
mize future application software obsolescence” or “produce
software that is maintenance friendly.”. Specific problems
that were mentioned were dead code (”Identify and eliminate
dead code in a big legacy project”), code maintenance and
technical debt (”The biggest problem in most software engi-
neering systems is code maintenance and technical debt”).

The responses related to Architecture were about how to
architect software that has high scalability, performance,
portability, security, and/or energy efficiency. Responses re-
lated to the Design were about how to “design software with
low coupling and high cohesion in a clear and simplistic na-
ture” and “ways to effectively incorporate new knowledge
into an existing design.”

Process. The main problems related to the software de-
velopment process fell into the categories of Testing (13×),
Estimation (12×), Process Improvement (8×) as well as Suc-
cess/Failure of Projects (9×) and Cost/Benefit Analysis of
Technologies (7×)

Many responses related to Testing concerned improving
test automation and making testing a fluid part of the de-
velopment process. Others comments were about “Ana-
lyzing the impact of unit testing on architecture quality”,
“What testing techniques should be used according to the
programming paradigm used.”, or “How do different testing
approaches translate to increased or decreased user satisfac-
tion?”

The responses related to Estimation were about fault pre-
diction and effort estimation, for example“Correctness, fault
prediction”, “Practical methods for time estimation”, and
“Predicting security vulnerabilities before they can occur.”

Several responses were related to Process Improvements,
for example “Focus on why we aren’t adhering to the soft-
ware dev lifecycle and how we could improve on our agile
processes.” and “I’d focus more on a way to make the whole
software process more efficient.”

Participants were interested in learning about what prop-
erties defines the Success/Failure of Projects, for example
“More post-mortems on failed and successful systems. Open
source can provide some examples, but commercial systems
are well worth understanding. How often is technical success
(the product performed as it was supposed to) paired with
actual failure (market, adoption, etc.)?”

A related topic was about providing a Cost-Benefit Anal-
ysis of Technologies, for example “Cost-benefit analysis of
buzzwordy trending techniques... For example, proving with
irrefutable evidence that TDD or Pair Programming present
cost-savings to the company. The same applies to micro-
services architectures, hybrid apps (i.e. using Reactive Na-
tive opposed to native code), etc.”

Participants mentioned several other problems related to
process topics such as Agile Development (3×), Measure-
ment, Documentation, Tool Usage (each 2×), Continues De-
livery, Bug Triage, Code Review, and Debugging (each 1×).

Developers of a software. The main problems re-



lated to the developers of a software were about Productiv-
ity (16×), Communication and Coordination (15×), People
(12×), and Knowledge Management (7×).

For Productivity participants wanted to know how devel-
opers spend their time and what could be done to make them
more productive and to spend more time coding, for exam-
ple “Analyzing the amount of time developers use on con-
figuring/fixing/using tools rather than actually developing.”,
“Focus first on how to make engineers to be more productive
in the engineering process.”, and “Everything I need to do
to get to the coding stage is annoying. This includes setting
up your environment, building code, pulling changes from
other developers and dependencies. If researchers could find
ways to maximize my coding time, that would be brilliant.”

For Communication and Coordination participants men-
tioned the need for better communication and coordination
tools, for example “Enabling strong, clear communication
tools and practices between developers” and “How can we
be effective in working in globally distributed development
teams.”

Participants also mentioned challenges related to People
with respect to the performance and attitude of individuals,
especially in teams. Example responses are “how to improve
the success rate of software project managers” and “how to
maintain an attitude of team first, instead of IC first. How
to overcome social gaps in order to enable a team to be a
team, and not just Individual Contributors”.

As a specific opportunity to improve communication and
coordination, the survey participants mentioned Knowledge
Management, for example “Ways of transferring knowledge
between developers. If they all are proactive, and If only
one of them are” and “Improve the ability of developers to
express intent of code. A large percentage of bugs are the
result of a disconnect between developer intent and code
implementation.”

Other problems related to the developers were Onboard-
ing (3×), Education, Team Dynamics (each 2×), and Hiring
(1×)

Users of a software. The survey participants wanted
to know about Requirements (21×) and about Customers
(10×). For requirements an important problem to be ad-
dressed by research was “Getting, understanding, and antic-
ipating the requirements for a software system with a very
large user-base with competing needs.”

Learning more about customers was also mentioned sev-
eral times, for example “A study that would correlate cus-
tomer satisfaction to code changes/checkins would be inter-
esting.” or “Understand how our customers use our prod-
ucts.”

5. DISCUSSION
This section discusses several important aspects of our

work: the relationship between citation count and perceived
relevance (Section 5.1), whether the highly-rated summaries
address problems important to practitioners (Section 5.2),
and the limitations of this work (Section 5.3).

5.1 Citation Count vs. Perceived Relevance
Citations are often used to assess the impact and rele-

vance of research publications. To determine whether cita-
tion counts and the practitioners’ ratings are aligned, we
collected the citation counts for all papers using Google
Scholar as of March 3rd 2016, and calculated yearly averages.
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Figure 4: Scatter plot comparing citation counts (yr.
averages) and EW-scores

This approach may be unfair for the 2015 publications, as
only 5 months have passed since publication of those papers.
Since many of those papers were available as pre-prints since
June/July 2015, we decided to include them in this analysis.

Figure 4 shows a scatter plot comparing citation counts
and EW-scores. The regression line is almost horizontal,
showing no relationship between citation counts and EW-
scores. The Spearman correlation ρ = 0.07 confirms the vi-
sual assessment. The plots corresponding to the other scores
(E, W, Ui, Uw) are similar, both visually and statistically.

Given the previous result, we can find instances of papers
with high E-scores, but having few or no citations (including
the highest rated paper), and vice versa. Using the same ap-
proach as Lo et al., we divided the E-score for the paper (by
combining the results from both summaries) by the citation
count. Table 4 shows the top-five studies favored by practi-
tioners (i.e. high E-score but low citation count), and also
the top five favored by academia (i.e. high citation count but
low E-score). The summaries are either the author summary
(if provided) or the detailed researcher summary. For this
analysis we excluded papers from 2015 because they have
not yet had time to obtain enough citations to make the
comparison fair. In addition, we excluded papers with high
E-scores but no citations because the division yields an ∞
value.

A few interesting observations about these papers include:
(1) None of the papers in either set appear in the list of
the highly rated research ideas (Table 1), which is based
solely on the summary’s E-score; (2) Two of the five papers
favored by practitioners were in the industry track, while
none of the papers favored by academia were; (3) Two of
the papers favored by academia were Methodology papers
while none of the papers favored by industry were; and (4)
The papers favored by practitioners seem to address concrete
needs while those favored by academia seem to address why
something happens or to acquire knowledge.

5.2 Relationship between Highly Rated Sum-
maries and Practitioner Needs

To further understand whether the research published at
ESEM is addressing the needs of practitioners, we map the
summaries in Table 1 to the guidance provided by practition-



Table 4: Top studies favored by practitioners and
academia

Favored by practitioners
A study on Eclipse and Spring Framework to characterize soft-
ware files by their change histories at commit level and corre-
late such history to their defect proneness. History is built on
architectural changes and changes in lines of code.

A study of 16 teams of three professional SW developers, each
team implementing the same web application within two days.
How do process and result depend on the languages and frame-
works used or on a ”platform culture”?

An approach to recommend bug fixers for new coming bugs
based on developers’ past activeness related to particular com-
ponents of software products.

A mixed research conducted in 10 companies, using several in-
terviews and questionnaires, aimed at surveying the software
measurement practices and experiences related to software en-
gineering in Finland.

Empirical study predicting software defects using history of
collaboration among developers, testers, and customers. This
approach may be used to better plan for the upcoming releases,
helping managers to make evidence based decisions.

Favored by academia
A qualitative study to gain an understanding of the main chal-
lenges developers face in practice when they build mobile apps
by interviewing 12 senior mobile developers as well as 188 sur-
vey respondents from the mobile development community.

We did an empirical study to understand the strengths and
weaknesses of applying model driven engineering in large com-
panies.

We present Debsources: a platform to publish and search the
source code of the Debian distribution. We discuss our experi-
ences with the instance running at http://sources.debian.net,
which spans all current and historical Debian releases

A brief tutorial on how to apply ’Thematic Synthesis’ for the
synthesis of Software Engineering empirical studies.

A comparison of two different systematic literature reviews, one
conducted using database search vs. another using backward
snowballing for primary study identification.

ers in Section 4.5. The mapping shows that seven of the nine
papers represented by the highly ranked summaries clearly
map to the types of problems that practitioners mentioned.
In addition, those papers map to topics that were most fre-
quently mentioned by practitioners. The specific mapping
is as follows:

• S1, S4: Map to “Process”, specifically “Testing” (13x)
and “Cost/Benefit Analysis of Technologies” (7x)

• S2: Maps to “Developers of a software” (Productivity,
16x) and “Software” (Software Design, 6x)

• S3: Most closely maps to “Users of a software” (Cus-
tomers, 10x) and “Process” (Bug Triage, 1x)

• S5: Maps to “Developers of a software”, specifically
“Communication and Coordination” (15x)

• S6: Maps to “Process”, specifically “Testing” (13x) and
“Cost/Benefit Analysis of Technologies” (7x)

• S7: Maps to“Process”, specifically“Cost/Benefit Anal-
ysis of Technologies” (7x)

• S8: Maps to “Software”, specifically “Code Quality”
(15x)

• S9: Maps to “Process” (Measurement, 2x) and “Users
of a software” (Customers, 10x)

• S10: Maps to “Users of a software” (Requirements, 21x
and Customers, 10x) and “Process” (but not really to
a specific topic in that group)

This is an encouraging result as it shows that ESEM re-
searcher work on topics that are needed by practitioners.
However, we believe that there are opportunities to improve
the discoverability of ESEM papers to further bridge the gap
between research and practice.

5.3 Limitations
This work has similar limitations as the original work by

Lo et al. [11]. The statistics reported in this paper de-
pend on the summaries provided to the survey participants.
In the original study, Lo and colleagues created the sum-
maries. In this paper, we follow a hybrid approach: some
summaries were created by the authors of the orginal ESEM
papers, while other summaries were created by us. This al-
lowed us to empirically assess the impact of the source of
summaries and improve the process to solicit feedback from
practitioners. Summaries created by the authors of the origi-
nal ESEM papers have comparable, slightly higher relevance
scores than summaries created by us.

The findings in this paper come from a limited number
of companies and two companies (Microsoft, ABB) account
for a significant number of the responses. We acknowledge
that perspectives of practitioners in other companies and/or
industries may be different. Ideally the survey would be
send to a representative panel of practitioners. Even though
the statistics and insights in this paper come only from a
limited number of companies, we believe that they are still
useful and representative of the needs of software engineers.
Compared to the original study, we significantly increased
the number of companies.

Lastly, we focused on assessing research work’s perceived
relevancy in the eyes of engineers. Perceived relevancy does
not mean that a research work will be adopted by practition-
ers or will have high impact. Only time can tell the success
of research in these dimensions. However, collecting data
about perceived relevance is a rapid way to solicit feedback
from practitioners without waiting several years.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we gathered feedback from 437 practitioners

regarding the relevance of research published at ESEM from
2011-2015. Similar to the results of Lo et al.’s original paper
on ICSE/FSE research, the practitioners generally viewed
the ESEM research positively, which is encouragingg. We
found that, in general, the rating of a summary does depend
on whether the summary is written by the paper author or
by the researchers, but that difference is relatively small. We
also found that, in general, papers with direct industry ties,
either via a co-author or by being in the industry track,
do not have better ratings than other papers. Although,
when we examine the studies favored by practitioners, the
influence of industry ties becomes a bit more pronounced.

Our analysis of the qualitative guidance provided by prac-
titioners provided a number of research ideas that the ESEM
community should be pursuing. It was refreshing to see that
the majority of the papers that were highly ranked were ac-
tually addressing the most important of these topics.

The next steps are to further repeat this work for other
SE communities with the goal to improve the process of how



feedback can be collected from practitioners. For example,
to improve discoverability of research, one could show links
to the papers that a participant rated highly, or even search
for related papers based on what they put into the ques-
tion about needs for research. Other possible improvements
are to streamline the collection of paper summaries (e.g., as
part of the camera ready process) and sharing practitioner
feedback with the authors of individual papers.
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